Should we use tactics or patterns to build secure systems?
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Abstract

Quality attributes are the hardest aspect of designing software architectures. Security has become one of the most important of them. Software architecture textbooks and literature imply that we can build secure systems by adding tactics, which are defined as measures to improve quality factors, to the system architecture. We believe that security must be applied throughout the complete lifecycle and that working with architectures is not enough. To prove our point we consider our own secure systems methodology as an example of an approach based on security patterns where security is applied from the requirements stage.

1. Introduction

Quality attributes are the hardest aspect of designing software architectures. They are difficult because they must be applied in a global way; no local optimizations are possible. Being global, their full impact is only known when the system is completed. They also interact with each other and separate optimization is not possible. All this make decisions about quality attributes to be the most important design decisions when building new applications. It is important then to spend time and effort in doing these stages right. Design decisions should be modeled and recorded as first-class entities so the same mistakes are not repeated [Bos04].

There are several quality attributes; security has become one of the most important of them. Reliability is another important attribute closely related to security. We analyze here how some authors have tried to improve security and reliability when building applications and we compare their approaches to ours. Our approach should apply to all quality attributes but we have only explored in detail security and to less extent reliability.

Patterns are considered a good way to handle quality aspects in system architectures. [Har07a] proposed a systematic use of patterns to help the designer. Since patterns can correspond to architectural decisions, they can help understand the impact of each architectural decision. In particular, patterns contain a section of “Consequences” which enumerates the positive and negative aspects of using a pattern. This section helps the architect when deciding if to use a specific pattern or when selecting a pattern from a set of alternatives. However, [Har07a] criticizes existing pattern descriptions because their consequences do not fully describe their interactions with other patterns and their effect on quality attributes. This is a valid criticism and an obvious improvement is to make quality aspects explicit in the application of the patterns and to apply patterns earlier in the lifecycle.

A way to apply security to architectures is based on the idea of tactics. Tactics are described as “measures” or “decisions” taken to improve some quality factor. Another definition is: “architectural building blocks from which architectural patterns are created [Bas03]. Each tactic corresponds to a design decision with respect to a quality factor. Architectural tactics can also be seen as decisions that codify and record best practices for achieving some quality attribute [Bas03]. Tactics are usually expressed in words, but there has been some attempts to formalize them [Bag11].
[Bas03] and [Har10] indicate that with the use of tactics we can produce secure architectures. However, architectures are just one step in a system development cycle which includes some stages that need to be performed before defining a security architecture. We believe that methods based on tactics are not sufficient to build secure or reliable architectures. We believe that we need to apply a complete lifecycle approach to security, not just apply security in the architecture and we try to prove this point here.

Section 2 describes the idea behind the use of tactics for security architectures. Section 3 shows our security methodology based on patterns. A discussion and comparison is presented in Section 4. Related work is presented in Section 5, while Section 6 presents some conclusions.

2. Building secure systems using tactics

In the approach of [Har08, Har10a, Har10b] architectures are built out of architectural patterns, e.g. Brokers, Pipes and Filters, etc. Those patterns implement the high level structural representation of the functional aspects of the application. Then they add tactics to each pattern individually, e.g. a Broker is made secure by the addition of specific security patterns which realize the corresponding tactics. Supposedly, if we add security tactics to all the patterns in the architecture, the system will be secure, and similarly for reliability. Figure 1 illustrates their approach: first build the architecture using architecture patterns in order to implement the structural aspects of the functional requirements. Once these blocks are in place we apply tactics to introduce nonfunctional aspects. Hopefully, the resulting architecture should be secure or reliable. Alternatively, [Kim09] adds tactics directly to the architecture based on a list of Non-functional Requirements (NFRs).

Works that use tactics assume that somehow we know what we want about nonfunctional aspects; that is, we have requirements that prescribe if we need security or performance for example. Their only problem is how to satisfy these requirements with the judicious application of tactics. Threats or failures are not considered in their approach.

![Figure 1. Producing secure or reliable architectures from tactics.](image)

3. Building secure systems using patterns

Several approaches have been proposed to build secure systems [Uzu12]. A few of them use patterns. We have proposed a methodology based on patterns and encompassing all development stages and all architectural levels [Fer04, Fer06c]. Our approach is based on the belief (shared by most security researchers) that security must be
applied throughout the complete lifecycle. We start from the use cases of the application, we analyze each action in its activity diagram and enumerate all possible threats as goals of the attacker [Fer06a, Bra08]. From the threats we apply policies to neutralize them, which are realized as security patterns. This results in a conceptual model where all the identified threats are avoided or mitigated though a security pattern. This secure conceptual model is then refined into a secure architecture. In the architecture we use the standard architectural patterns, e.g. brokers, and we add the prescribed security patterns from the conceptual model. There can be additional threats at this stage and in [Fer06b] we proposed adding security to middleware patterns by considering their specific threats. This part is similar to the proposal in [Har07a], which adds quality attributes to specific architectural patterns, but we use the secure middleware components to refine conceptual models where security has already been specified, not as a starting point to build secure applications.

The main difference in our approach with respect to most of the literature about architectural quality is the starting point of architectural decisions. In our approach, we assume that although we know general objectives for an architecture, as developed in the inception phase, we do not know exactly what we want until we develop precise requirements. To know that we need confidentiality for example, is not enough, we need to know which components of the architecture need confidentiality and what kind of confidentiality. We need to identify for example, which are the sensitive assets that need to be protected. Confidentiality is usually obtained by combining several patterns, there is no one pattern that provides it for a whole unit. We have a way to define precisely where to apply confidentiality and what specific mechanisms are the most suitable to get this objective.

4. Discussion

An important aspect is the scope of the system we are building; a system can be a new system (green design) or a legacy system (brownfield design). Also, are we building only the software or both software and platform (OS plus hardware)? Are we building one application or multiple applications, or a software product line? These differences are important because depending on the type of project, we may need to consider some or all the architectural levels of the system.

The main flaw we see in most works on software architecture is the lack of connection to the earlier stages and the lack of environment definition. They assume that the requirements are given and indicate general aspects such as “this architecture needs confidentiality” or “this architecture must be fault tolerant”. With those vague requirements it is impossible to define precisely where to add security or reliability mechanisms. As indicated earlier, the precise specification of where in the system we need to apply security patterns can only be done in the analysis stage and propagated to the design stage, i.e. to the architecture.

Architectures have several layers but most works on software architecture consider only the high-level layer. For example, a Secure Broker must enforce access control using its proxies, which correspond to design patterns in a lower level. Security requires securing all levels, not just the highest one.

Adding tactics to individual pattern instantiations cannot make a system secure. Reliability and security are global properties, reinforcing specific components does not make the system secure or reliable. Security and reliability must start from the semantics of the applications that will execute in the architecture. This is the same reason why security cannot be applied successfully using agile methodologies. They work piecemeal, building and testing individual modules. Each module could be secure on its own but when combined with other modules the system may not be secure as a whole.

Our approach is also more general. Not all architectures may include patterns, many are just Big-Balls-of-Mud [Foo00]. Even in those cases we can reconstruct the domain model and apply the constraints to their architectural levels. In fact, we should trace back all the way to the domain level and after we discover the semantics of the application we can apply security constraints which are propagated to the architectural levels.
Architecture patterns can be defined at several levels and a high-level pattern may have several implementations. Code changes may affect all architectural levels, not just the highest level, as it is assumed in many papers.

There are different degrees of satisfaction of a quality attribute and their satisfaction requires global measures, not local optimizations. The ultimate goal of architectural evaluation is to show that an architecture has reached a given level of security or reliability. For example, [Zha11] does not evaluate the “effectiveness” of their architectural recommendations. When we use patterns we can provide some measure of the security level that has been reached. We can, for example [Fer10], check if all the found threats have been handled by some pattern.

The effect of a pattern on security, performance, or any other factor depends on how it is used; for example, applying authentication in many places in a system may increase security but reduces performance. There are tradeoffs when improving any quality factor. “Hide information” is a policy; it can be realized in at least two ways: cryptography, and steganography. Depending on the application, one is more convenient than the other. Figure 2 shows the fact that an architecture may instantiate several patterns each of which is realized in a specific way; for example, an architecture may require Authentication, Authorization, and Logging. In this figure, a pattern includes several possible realizations, where each realization implies a set of classes and associations. For example, Authentication may be realized by a FingerRecognition pattern, which is the way to realize the Authentication needed in the architecture.

5. Related work

[Kim09] defines tactics as reusable architectural building blocks that provide generic solutions to address quality attributes. This definition implies a plug-in or template approach, contrary to the idea of patterns, which include several sections indicating the conditions to apply the pattern as well as its consequences. [Ryo10] discusses a similar idea where if a generic model addresses a single architectural force it is a tactic, otherwise it is a pattern. In both cases, the emphasis is on the model as a building block, not on the whole meaning of a pattern.

[Zha11] considers quality attributes to be a subset of NFRs and proposes a metamodel for design decisions. The metamodel is used in an architectural design methodology intended to satisfy quality requirements. They do not use tactics or patterns but talk of “design issues”, similar to tactics.

[Haf11] tries to improve the security of a system by applying program code transformations. It is clear that code manipulation is not enough to make a system secure. Security is a systems problem, not a code problem. The system must enforce security constraints that apply to all applications. Hafiz works at the vulnerability level trying to find generic threats.
The work of Lopez and Astudillo [Lop05b] complements our work in the direction of converting patterns into COTS components, an important aspect for a practical realization of secure architectures. Their work has also pointed out the need to start from use cases to define precisely nonfunctional requirements [Lop05a].

Traceability is important to mitigate architectural degradation, where changes made directly in the code may have strong effects on the initial architecture. Traceability establishes links between design decisions and components. Patterns have been proposed for tracing architectural aspects [Mir11], where tactics are used to relate architectural goals to components. This could be a basis for traceability of NFRs.

6. Conclusions

We believe that general methodologies to improve architectural quality using tactics cannot produce secure or reliable systems. We need an approach where we can specify these NFRs from the beginning of software development, considering the semantics of the application. Only a methodology of this type can produce secure/reliable systems; they don’t have to use patterns but they must consider all lifecycle stages and all architectural levels. There are many approaches to build secure systems, most of which are surveyed in [Uzu12]; we identified over 17 methodologies but none of them uses tactics explicitly. By methodology we mean a complete approach to develop security applications. It seems that tactics are useful, however, as an architectural notation tool, to record architectural decisions about NFRs, as done in [Har10a].

An architecture based on patterns has other advantages. We can use security patterns as intermediaries for traceability, since we start from high-level patterns and we refine them along levels. We believe that patterns are more convenient for traceability than tactics but we have not proven this here.
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